accessoires
[poufs]
As a supplement to the main furniture, stools must be
true all-rounders. Usually functional and incredibly practical. At the same time, they must of course be high-quality and decorative. With this model, which patiently fulfils
all criteria, you can set creative accents, virtually the icing
on the cake for your premises.

Cover: strong leather in bianco

contrasting thread

storage place
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accessoires
Soft ottomans

G60

GB60.

G60G

GB60G

soft ottoman square

soft ottoman square with
tuck

soft ottoman square with
glass plate

soft ottoman square with
tuck and glass plate

60/60/41/0

63/63/41/0

60/60/43/0

63/63/43/0

G80

GB80.

G80G

GB80G

soft ottoman square

soft ottoman square with
tuck

soft ottoman square with
glass plate

soft ottoman square with
tuck and glass plate

80/80/41/0

83/83/41/0

80/80/43/0

83/83/43/0

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its
upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Special features

Order information

Storage surface
Some soft ottomans have a
beautiful glass plate as a
storage surface. Thus they
can be used as a table.

Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear
different in fabric and leather versions. For
manufacturing reasons, seams may be left out of the
fabric version or replaced with simple seams.
Contrasting thread:
In some leather colours, this model can be supplied
with contrasting-coloured thread, at no surcharge. The
colours as given can be found on the leather wall in
the studio. Please always specify the contrasting
thread number or tonal colours will be supplied. The
contrasting thread version is available for ottomans
with tuck, only.
All of the dimensions given are approximate
dimensions in cm. We reserve the right to make
changes. Dimensions are given as follows: width/
depth/height.
Crease formation:
Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or larger extent
under the influence of body weight, which can lead to
the formation of creases in the cover. This visual
change does not affect use, function and life span and
it is not a defect.

Contrasting thread
In some leather colours the
soft ottomans are available
with contrasting-colour
thread, at no extra charge.
Please always specify the
contrasting thread number
or tonal colours will be
supplied.

The contrasting thread
version is available for
ottomans with tuck, only.

Order checklist
• Item no. and cover
• Contrasting thread for ottomans with
tuck
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Material type and structure
Soft ottomans
Frame: beech wood structure
Seat suspension: upholstery straps
Seat upholstery structure: ergoPUR foam
Legs: plastic gliders

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. Family
firm W.SCHILLIG has more than 70 years’ experience of technical skill,
trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort
and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for
the certain knowledge that this is a
non-hazardous piece of furniture of reliably
high quality and with an attractive design.
The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel
makes sure of this with numerous tests.
Inspections also safeguard the testing
system.

The highest European accolade for
systematic, in-house, environmental
management. Improvement of
environmental protection services.

www.schillig-blacklabel.de
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accessoires - examples for living rooms
At this page we indicate possible arrangements of the model to you. Draw inspiration!

soft square ottoman with glass plate G60G
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